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1 Common Problems

1.1 What Is DR?
Disaster recovery (DR) is a broad concept. In a broad sense, disaster recovery is a
systematic project that includes all contents related to service continuity.
Regarding IT, DR provides a computing system that protects user service systems
from various disasters. DR is the ability to provide continuous services after an
accident, such as a fire, earthquake, or power outage. This is achieved by setting
up two or more IT systems with the same functions in dispersed areas. If one
system stops, the services can quickly recover on the other system and continue to
run properly.

The purpose of DR is to ensure maximum service continuity in the event of a
natural or human-caused disaster on production systems.

1.2 What Are the SDRS Advantages?
SDRS has the following advantages:

● Convenient recovery solution

Using the SDRS console, you can configure and manage server replication and
perform planned failovers or failovers.

● Site server replication

You can set up disaster recovery for site servers from the production site to
the disaster recovery site.

● Replication on demand

You can replicate servers from one AZ to another as required, reducing the
costs and complexity for you to maintain another data center.

● Zero impact on applications

You can replicate all applications on the servers. The replication has no impact
on the applications.

● Crash consistency
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Storage-based, real-time data synchronization keeps crash consistency for
your data across two AZs. Specifically, application data might not be
consistent during a failover, but disk data is always consistent.

● Disaster recovery drill
By running disaster recovery drills, you can simulate recovery scenarios and
formulate recovery plans. When a fault occurs, you can use the plans to
recover services as quickly as possible.

● Synchronous replication
Replicate the servers to the disaster recovery site in real time to ensure zero
recovery point objectives (RPO).
Efficient network switchover: Synchronous replication streamlines resource
management during failovers, for example, to reserve IP addresses and MAC
addresses.
Cost-effective: When production site services are running properly, servers at
the disaster recovery site are stopped. This greatly reduces the disaster
recovery TCO.
Easy deployment: Disaster recovery agent is not required during server
deployment. This makes the deployment simple and quick.

● Asynchronous replication (under restricted OBT)
Continuously replicate the servers in the user's data center and ensures
second-level RPO.
Efficient network switchover: Asynchronous replication streamlines resource
management during failovers, for example, to reserve IP addresses and MAC
addresses.
Cost-effective: When production site services are running properly, servers at
the disaster recovery site are not created. You pay only for the disaster
recovery site EVS disks and the OBS buckets used.

1.3 What Are RPO and RTO?
Recovery Point Objective (RPO): the maximum data loss amount tolerated by the
system.

Recovery Time Objective (RTO): the maximum service interruption duration
tolerated by the system. It refers to the requirement for the recovery duration of
an information system failure or service function failure caused by a disaster.

Figure 1-1 RPO and RTO
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1.4 What Are the Differences Between DR and Backup?
Differences between disaster recovery (DR) and backup are as follows:

● DR is used to prevent impacts on the systems caused by natural disasters,
such as fires and earthquakes. A production site and its DR site must be
located with a certain secure distance. Backup is to prevent impacts on the
systems caused by inappropriate manual operations, virus infection, and logic
errors. It is used to restore the service system data. Usually, a system and its
backup are deployed in the same data center.

● A DR system protects data but more focuses on protecting service continuity.
A data backup system only ensures that data generated at different time
points can be restored. Generally, the system performs the full backup for the
first time, which takes a long period of time. The subsequent backup is
incremental and can be completed within a short period of time.

● The highest DR standard is to implement zero RPO. You can set a maximum
of 24 automatic backup policies at different time points in one day to restore
data to different backup points.

● If a disaster occurs, such as earthquakes or fires, a DR system takes only
several minutes to perform a failover, but a backup system takes several hours
or even dozens of hours to restore the data.

1.5 How Am I Billed for SDRS?

Billing Modes
● Billing for SDRS is for the service only and does not cover protected resources

such as ECSs and EVS disks.

● You are billed by the number of protected instances and usage duration
(hour). SDRS supports two billing modes: pay-per-use and resource package.
For details, see Product Pricing Details.

– Pay-per-use: Price of a single protected instance = Usage duration (hour)
x Unit price

– Resource package: It is similar to traffic packages for mobile phone users.
Each resource package contains 744-hour available duration. For details,
see How Do I Use a Resource Package?

● Billing modes of production site resources purchased by users will not change.
Billing modes of DR site resources created by SDRS will be billed based on a
pay-per-use basis. DR site servers are stopped by default. See the ECS and EVS
pricing details for more information.

NO TE

● If DCC resources use SDRS for disaster recovery, the DR site resources must also be
DCC resources. Or, disaster recovery using SDRS will fail.

● With SDRS, you pay only for the resources you use. If the DR site resources, such as
DCC and DSS resources, have been purchased, no additional pricing applies.
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Billing After Switchovers
After users perform a planned failover or failover, billing modes of the protected
resources, such as ECSs and EVS disks, will not change, even if the production site
and DR site have switched.

Billing for Disaster Recovery Drills
SDRS automatically creates drill resources, which are billed based on a pay-per-use
basis. No additional drill pricing applies.

NO TE

● If DCC resources use SDRS for disaster recovery, the drill resources created are also from
the user's DCC resources.

● With SDRS, you pay only for the resources you use. If the drill resources, such as DCC
and DSS resources, have been purchased, no additional pricing applies.

1.6 How Do I Use a Resource Package?
● A resource package is similar to a mobile phone traffic package. A one-month

resource package contains 744 hours' validity period. A resource package can
be used by multiple protection instances. For example, if you purchase a one-
month resource package and create two protected instances, the resource
package can provide 372 hours' validity period for each protected instance.

● After you purchase a resource package, the system will deduct the total usage
duration of the protected instances from the resource package by default
based on the number of protected instances and the usage duration of the
protected instances. When the validity period in the resource package is used
up, the system will bill the used resources in pay-per-use mode.

● The validity period of a yearly resource package is reset by month. If the
usage duration of the protected instances in one month is shorter than the
validity period of the resource package, the unused duration will expire in
next month. If you exceed the usage duration included in the package, you
will be billed on a pay-per-use basis for the excess usage duration. After a
month ends, the resource package resets.

● You are recommended to purchase resource packages based on the number
of protected instances.
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2 Synchronous Replication

2.1 Do I Need to Manually Create DR Resources?
When you use SDRS to create a protected instance, the resources at the
production site are the existing resources that you have manually created. SDRS
will automatically create the resources required by the DR site. For resources on
the DR site created by SDRS, the servers and disks are billed in pay-per-use mode.
Servers created at the DR site are stopped by default. For details about the billing
information for the resources, see the price details of each resource.

2.2 What Can I Do When the EIP Cannot Be Pinged
After I Perform a Planned Failover for a Protection
Group Containing a SUSE Server?

Symptom

The production site server in a protection group runs the SUSE OS. After users
enable protection and perform a planned failover for the protection group, the EIP
of the server cannot be pinged.

Root Cause

After the planned failover, the server NIC name may already change. If the NIC
has an EIP bound, the EIP cannot be pinged.

Handling Method

After the planned failover, delete the /etc/udev/rules.d/70-persistent-net.rules
file on the DR site server and then restart it. The procedure is as follows.

Step 1 Log in to the DR site server.

1. Log in to the management console and click Elastic Cloud Server under
Computing.
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2. In the server list, select the DR site server.
3. Locate the row containing the server and click Remote Login in the

Operation column.
Log in to the server as prompted.

Step 2 Run the following command to delete the file:

rm /etc/udev/rules.d/70-persistent-net.rules

Step 3 Run the following command to restart the DR site server:

reboot

----End

2.3 What Can I Do If the NIC Names of the DR Drill
Server and Production Site Server Are Different?

Symptom

The production site server runs the SUSE OS. After users create a DR drill using
this server, the NIC names of the DR drill server are different from those of the
production site server.

The following is an example:

A production site server running Novell SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 SP3 64-bit
has five NICs attached. Log in to the production site server and query the NIC
names (eth0 to eth4).

Figure 2-1 Production site server NIC names

Log in to the DR drill server and query the NIC names (eth5 to eth9).

Figure 2-2 DR drill server NIC names

The NIC names of the DR drill server are different from those of the production
site server.
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Root Cause

The NIC names may change when users create a DR drill.

Handling Method

After the DR drill, delete the /etc/udev/rules.d/70-persistent-net.rules file on the
DR drill server and then restart it. The procedure is as follows.

Step 1 Log in to the DR drill server.

1. Log in to the management console and click Elastic Cloud Server under
Computing.

2. In the server list, select the DR drill server.

3. Locate the row containing the server and click Remote Login in the
Operation column.

Log in to the server as prompted.

Step 2 Run the following command to delete the file:

rm /etc/udev/rules.d/70-persistent-net.rules

Step 3 Run the following command to restart the DR drill server:

reboot

----End

2.4 What Can I Do If hostname of the Production Site
Server and DR Site Server Are Different After a
Planned Failover or Failover?

Symptom

Users have changed hostname of the production site server before they perform a
planned failover or failover for the first time. After the planned failover or failover,
users start the DR site server and find that hostname of the DR site server is not
updated accordingly.

Possible Causes

For Linux servers, if you have changed hostname of the production site server
before you perform a planned failover or failover for the first time, this
modification will not synchronize to the DR site server.

Prerequisites
● The production site server is a Linux server with Cloud-Init installed.

● hostname of the production site server has been changed.
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Solution 1 (If You Have Not Performed a Planned Failover or Failover)

Set preserve_hostname: false to preserve_hostname: true in the Cloud-Init
configuration file /etc/cloud/cloud.cfg to ensure that hostname of the
production site server and DR site server are the same after you enable protection.

The procedure is as follows:

1. Log in to the production site server.

2. Run the following command to edit the /etc/cloud/cloud.cfg configuration
file:

sudo vim /etc/cloud/cloud.cfg

3. Modify preserve_hostname.

– If preserve_hostname: false is already available in the /etc/cloud/
cloud.cfg configuration file, change it to preserve_hostname: true.

– If preserve_hostname: false is unavailable in the /etc/cloud/cloud.cfg
configuration file, add preserve_hostname: true before
cloud_init_modules.

4. Perform a planned failover or failover.

After the planned failover or failover, hostname of the DR site server and
production site server are the same.

Solution 2 (If You Have Performed a Planned Failover or Failover)

If you have not modified configuration file /etc/cloud/cloud.cfg before the
planned failover or failover, log in to the DR site server and manually change
hostname of the DR site server to that of the production site server.

2.5 Why NICs of DR Site Servers Are Not Displayed
After I Perform a Failover?

SDRS performs planned failovers or failovers for protection groups. After a
planned failover or failover, the production site and DR site exchange. When the
production site is functional, users can perform a planned failover according to
plans. When a fault occurs at the production site, users need to perform a failover.

● During a planned failover, NICs of the production site servers and DR site
servers will exchange. In this way, servers can be accessed using the same IP
addresses and MAC addresses after the planned failover.

● During a failover, production site servers do not work properly, NICs of the
production site servers will be migrated to the DR site servers. The primary
NICs of the DR site servers will enter the to-be-used state. Therefore, after a
failover, the original production site servers will not have NICs. When users
perform reprotection for the protection group after the original production
site servers restore, the primary NICs in the to-be-used state detached from
the original DR site servers will be attached to the original production site
servers. Then, the NICs of the production site servers and DR site servers are
exchanged.
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2.6 What Are the Precautions If the Production Site
Server Uses the Key Login Mode?

● If the production site server runs Windows and uses the key login mode,
ensure that the key pair of the production site server exists when you create a
protected instance or a DR drill. Otherwise, the DR site server or DR drill
server may fail to create, causing the protected instance creation or DR drill
creation failure.

● If the production site server runs Linux and uses the key login mode, create a
protected instance and DR drill no matter whether the key pair of the
production site server exists. However, the key pair information will not be
displayed on the details page of the created DR site server or DR drill server.
You can use the key pair of the production site server to log in to the created
DR site server.

2.7 What Should I Pay Attention to When Logging In
to the Server After the First Time Ever I Executed a
Planned Failover, Failover, or Disaster Recovery Drill?

After you have performed a planned failover, failover, or DR drill for the first time:

● If your servers are installed with Cloud-Init/Cloudbase-Init, Cloud-Init/
Cloudbase-Init will start along with the server's first startup to inject the
initial data. In this case, the password or key pair used to log in to the
production site server, disaster recovery site server, or drill server will change.

● If your servers are not installed with Cloud-Init/Cloudbase-Init, the password
or key pair used to log in to the production site server, disaster recovery site
server, or drill server will not change.

The following uses a planned failover or failover as the example operation. For the
login constraints on drill servers, see those for disaster recovery site servers.

In the following example, Server A and server B are deployed. Table 2-1 shows the
servers before and after the operation.

Table 2-1 Servers before and after a planned failover or failover

- Production Site
Server

Disaster Recovery
Site Server

Before Server A Server B

After Server A Server B

 

Detailed login constraints are described as follows:

Scenario 1: Server A runs Windows and does not have Cloudbase-Init installed.
After the first time planned failover or failover:
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● If your servers use password for login, you can use the password of Server A
to log in to the production site server (Server B) or disaster recovery site
server (Server A).

● If your servers use key pair for login, you can use the obtained password of
Server A to log in to the production site server (Server B) or disaster recovery
site server (Server A).

NO TE

After the first time planned failover or failover, the password or key pair remains the same
for the subsequent planned failovers or failovers. In this example:
You can use the password of Server A to log in to the production site server or disaster
recovery site server.

Scenario 2: Server A runs Windows and already has Cloudbase-Init installed. After
the first time planned failover or failover:
● When your servers use password for login,

If Cloudbase-Init is not started (normally within 3 to 5 minutes after the
production site server starts), you can use the password of Server B for login.
After Cloudbase-Init is started, the login password of Server B becomes
invalid. Reset the password and use the new password for login.

● When your servers use key pair for login,
If Cloudbase-Init is not started (normally within 3 to 5 minutes after the
production site server starts), you can use the obtained login password of
Server B for login.
After Cloudbase-Init is started, the obtained login password of Server B
becomes invalid. Obtain the password again.

NO TE

After the first time planned failover or failover, the password or key pair remains the same
for the subsequent planned failovers or failovers. In this example:
● Login using a password: Reset the password of Server B and use the new password for

login.
● Login using a key pair: Obtain the password of Server B again and use the obtained

password to log in to Server B.

Scenario 3: Server A runs Linux. After the first time planned failover or failover:
● If your servers use password for login, you can use the password of Server A

to log in to the production site server (Server B) or disaster recovery site
server (Server A). Specifically:
If the login password of Server A is not changed before the operation, use this
password for login.
If the login password of server A has been changed before the operation, use
the new password for login.

NO TE

For ECS OSs other than CoreOS, the login password does not change after the first
time planned failover or failover.
For ECSs running CoreOS, the login password of Server A will restore to the initial one
after the first time planned failover or failover. In this case, use the login password
configured when Server A is created to log in to production site Server A or disaster
recovery site Server B.
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● If your server uses key pair for login, use the SSH key pair of Server A to log
in to production site Server B or disaster recovery site Server A.
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3 Asynchronous Replication

3.1 How Do I Handle the drm Process Start Failure?

Symptom

The drm process failed to start after the disaster recovery gateway is deployed or
proxy client is installed.

Root Cause

Possible causes are as follows:

● The service account does not have the write permission on the /dev/null
directory.

● The server cannot resolve the domain name of hostname.

Solution 1

Assign the read and write permissions on the /dev/null directory to the service
account.

Step 1 Log in to the server where the disaster recovery gateway or proxy client resides.

Step 2 Run the following command as user root to change the permission on the /dev/
null directory:

chmod 666 /dev/null

Step 3 Run the following command to check the permission on the /dev/null directory:

ll /dev/null

The permission is successfully changed if information similar to the following is
displayed:
crw-rw-rw- 1 root root 1, 3 Apr  9 09:21 /dev/null

----End
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Solution 2
Add the domain name resolution of hostname.

Step 1 Log in to the server where the disaster recovery gateway or proxy client resides.

Step 2 Run the following command as user root to add the domain name resolution of
hostname:

echo "127.0.0.1 `hostname`" >> /etc/hosts

Step 3 Run the following command to check whether the domain name resolution of
hostname takes effect:

ping `hostname`

The configuration is successful if information similar to the following is displayed:
PING test-dr (127.0.0.1) 56(84) bytes of data.64 bytes from localhost (127.0.0.1): icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 
time=0.022 ms

----End
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4 Change History

Released On Description

2021-09-25 This issue is the third official release.
Added the following content:
Added an FAQ in Asynchronous Replication.

2019-06-25 This issue is the second official release.
Added the following content:
● What Can I Do If hostname of the Production Site Server

and DR Site Server Are Different After a Planned Failover
or Failover?

2019-04-10 This issue is the first official release.
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